WELCOME TO SUMMER 2017!!!
Be’er Hagolah- We’re POWERING up!!!! Looking forward to ELECTRIFYING you all summer long!

We started off the week with a LIGHTNING BOLT of fun! Our awesome head counselors Rivky
and Faigy performed the camp song for us. We then had loads of fun playing our “Getting to
know you” spider web game. The head counselors asked a question, such as “Who is the oldest
in the family?” If the question applied to you, the counselor threw a ball of yarn to you and you
wrapped it around your hand! By the end of the game, we were all ties together on a huge
spider web! We also got to enjoy a breakout for out very first trip!
Wednesday, we POWERED up as we BLASTED OFF to our first trip of the summer- the BP Jungle
Gym!!! Boy did we enjoy running up and down the gym obstacle courses, sliding down the
twisty and turny slides as well as jumping on the trampoline! We also enjoyed learning the
motions to our camp song and loved being chosen to perform on stage with the head
counselors.
Thursday, we enjoyed ENERGIZING ourselves with a camp balloon dance! First, we had to blow
up the balloons and tie them around our ankles. Then, as soon as the music started, we had to
try and pop everyone else’s balloons, while keeping an eye out to make sure no one pops ours!
We then ELECTRIFIED the head counselors, by showing them how well we know the camp song
already!!!
Friday, we IGNITED our Jewish SPARK and started preparing for Shabbat! We enjoyed braiding
the Challah and preparing our Shabbat packages, including candles, grape juice and challah.
During the week, we also enjoyed creating a picnic table out of food by our baking activity. We
really enjoyed creating all the mini food creations for out picnics! We also enjoyed creating a
centerpiece for our Shabbat table during arts and crafts. Coloring the salt was one of our
favorite activities. We’re also learning all
BEST OF THE WEEK!
kinds of cool jump rope tricks during
aerobics! And lastly, we loved making those
K1: Gabriella and Sofia
Gorgeous trifle cups with
Chaya Shaindel!!!!

K2: Tohar and Noam Elimelech
B: Jayden and Rachmim
G1:
G2: Sima and Mazal
G3: Miriam and Liana
G4: Liel and Leah

G5: Revital and Daliah

